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Handbook of the Sociology of Emotions Volume II presents all new chapters in the ever developing area of the sociology
of emotions. The volume is divided into two sections: Theoretical Perspectives and Social Arenas of Emotions.

Includes bibliographical references and index. Contents Introduction-- Jan E. Stets and Jonathan H.
Theoretical Perspectives on Emotions. Emotions in Identity Theory-- Jan E. Stets and Ryan Trettevik. Lively
and David R. Tye and Jeongkoo Yoon. Emotions and Societal Stratification-- Jonathan H. Emotions and
Neorosociology-- David Franks. Measuring Affect and Emotion-- Kimberly B. Work and Emotions-- Amy S.
Families and Emotions-- Rebecca J. Erickson and Marci D. Class, Race, and Emotions-- Amy C. Wilkins and
Jennifer A. Gender and Emotions-- doug Schrock and Brian Knop. Mental Health and Emotions-- Robin W.
Morality and Emotions-- Sarah L. Harkness and Steven Hitlin. Crime and Emotions-- Jody Clay-Warner.
Sports and Emotions-- Gretchen Peterson. Technology and Emotions-- Daniel B. Social Movements and
Emotions-- James M. Jasper and Lynn Owens. Parker and Edward J. The volume is divided into two sections:
Theoretical Perspectives and Social Arenas of Emotions. It reviews major sociological theories on emotions,
which include evolutionary theory, identity theory, affect control theory, social exchange theory, ritual theory,
and cultural theory among others. Social arenas where emotions are examined include, but are not limited to,
the economy and the workplace, the family, mental health, crime, sports, technology, social movements and
the field of science. All the chapters review the major theories and research in the area and each chapter ends
with some discussion of directions for future research. The Sociology of Emotions is a fast growing and vital
field in the broad discipline of Sociology. With contributions from leading scholars from different areas in the
discipline, such as neurosociology, culture, economics, mental health, gender, social movements, discussing
state-of-art theory and research on emotions in sociology this volume will generate wider appeal to the
sociological community. Nielsen Book Data Subjects.
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These chapters illustrate how the sociology of emotions can provide new research and theory for the large numbers of
specialties within sociology. Although no book can completely cover a field, even a relatively new one like the sociology
of emotions, this Handbook of the Sociology of Emotions comes close to being comprehensive.

Self, Ego, Identity, Personality Back cover copy For almost thirty years, sociologists have increasingly
theorized about and conducted research on human emotions. Surprisingly, it was not until the s that the
sociology of emotions emerged as a coherent field of inquiry. What makes this late date surprising is that it is
now obvious that human behavior, interaction, and organization are driven by emotions. It was an immense
oversight for emotions to be de-emphasized in sociological theorizing and research for most of its year history.
Since the s, however, the study of emotions has accelerated and is now at the forefront of sociological
analysis. This book is designed to bring the reader up to date on the theory and research traditions that have
proliferated in the analysis of human emotions. Key figures who have carried the sociology of emotions to its
current level of prominence review their own work and the work of others who have made contributions to a
particular approach to the study of emotions. The outcome is a comprehensive book that serves as a primer on
the cutting edge of sociological work in what is obviously a key dynamic in human affairs. The first section of
the book addresses the range of emotions and how they can be classified, the neurological underpinnings of
emotions, and the effect of gender on emotions. The second section reviews the prominent sociological
theories of emotions, including theories emphasizing power and status, rituals, identity and self,
psychoanalytic dynamics, exchange, expectation states, and evolution. While there is little integration among
these theories, this state of affairs will not last forever. The third section addresses theory and research on
specific emotions such as love, jealousy and envy, empathy, sympathy, anger, grief, and the moral emotions.
While this list does not exhaust the range of human feeling, they are central emotions that drive human
behavior, interaction, and social organization. The last section explores how the study of emotions has added
new insight into other subfields within sociology such as the study of the workplace, health, and social
movements. These chapters illustrate how the sociology of emotions can provide new research and theory for
the large numbers of specialties within sociology. Although no book can completely cover a field, even a
relatively new one like the sociology of emotions, this Handbook of the Sociology of Emotions comes close to
being comprehensive. The reader will come away with a greater appreciation for how far the sociology of
emotions has developed and prospered over the last thirty years. Stets Jonathan Turner is a general theorist
who seeks to integrate existing theories into more robust and formal theories. He is the author of twenty-eight
books and over articles and chapters as well as editor of four other books. He also has been editor of
Sociological Perspectives and is currently editor of Sociological Theory.
Chapter 3 : Handbook of the sociology of emotions. Volume II | Search Results | IUCAT
Handbooks of Sociology and Social Research Series Editor: Howard B. Kaplan, Texas A &M University, College Station,
Texas HANDBOOK OF DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION.

Chapter 4 : Handbook of the sociology of emotions. Volume II in SearchWorks catalog
brand NEW print ON demand., Handbook of the Sociology of Emotions, Jan E. Stets, Jonathan H. Turner, Since the s,
the study of emotions moved to the forefront of sociological analysis. This book brings the reader up to date on the
theory and research that have proliferated in the analysis of human emotions.
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The third section addresses theory and research on specific emotions such as love, jealousy and envy, empathy,
sympathy, anger, grief, and the moral emotions. While this list does not exhaust the range of human feeling, they are
central emotions that drive human behavior, interaction, and social organization.
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